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Interpretive Innovations and Accomplishments For 2005
Mr. Brian Westfall coordinated the DeGray Lake Interpretive Outreach Program in
2005 through which 10 park rangers presented both direct and indirect interpretive contacts
for approximately 3,000,000 visitors, area residents and organizations. Programming topics
included water safety, Hispanic water safety public service announcements, recreation and
resource management, forestry, environmental education, snakes, history, Lewis and Clark
Expedition, Corps of Engineers mission/history, trail hikes, geology, birds, and fishing.
Ranger Westfall prepared and personally presented the majority of the interpretive programs.
Ranger Westfall prepared and recorded water safety and environmental education public
service announcements on three local and regional radio stations. These spots were broadcast
during National Safe Boating Week, holiday weekends, and during the annual Earth Day
celebration. In addition, Ranger Westfall coordinated
a Hispanic water safety public service
announcement program. Ranger Westfall secured
the services of a Spanish speaking volunteer to record
Hispanic water safety messages.
Westfall and the interpretive staff presented water
safety programs by trailering and utilizing a patrol
vessel to reach a diverse audience. Ranger Westfall promoted National Safe Boating Week in
the DeGray region by conducting water safety newspaper interviews, rescue bag
demonstrations and school programs. Ranger Westfall has served as a workshop instructor
for the National Water Safety Congress and currently serves as a Corps of Engineers
Motorboat Operator Instructor. Mr. Westfall coordinated a multi-agency water safety
partnership meeting to include local law enforcement, AR. Game & Fish Comm., and
emergency response personnel prior to the 2005 recreation season. The purpose of the
meeting was to establish water safety education and enforcement logistics with the goal of
zero water related accidents and fatalities.
Ranger Westfall served as instructor for Blood borne Pathogen, 8-hr. Visitor Assistance
update, “Utilizing Interpretive Techniques for Visitor Assistance Compliance” and instructed
the 8-hr. Boating Refresher at the annual Safety Fair.
Ranger Westfall is responsible for the volunteer program for DeGray Lake. In 2005,
Ranger Westfall coordinated the services of 440 volunteers that donated 4451 volunteer
hours. This dedicated volunteer service saved the United States Government over
$112,232.00.
Ranger Westfall prepared and submitted an ALCOA grant proposal for the construction of
a Pakistani Fly propagation facility. The grant proposal was selected by ALCOA and
$10,000.00 was awarded for the biological control of aquatic vegetation (Hydrilla) on lakes
Ouachita and DeGray. The propagation facility was completed and became operational in
2005.
Hurricane Katrina Disaster Recovery
Ranger Westfall, volunteered for Task Force Hope deployment duty along the Mississippi
Gulf Coast. Ranger Westfall served as a Public
Affairs Augmentee (Public Affairs Specialist) during
his 45-day tenure down range. Throughout his
service, Ranger Westfall fostered positive Corps of
Engineers community relations with respect to debris
removal mission and the Corps mission by interfacing
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with the media and the hurricane-stricken communities. In an effort to meet and exceed
customer expectations, Ranger Westfall interfaced with the media and the communities to
make over 3,000 direct customer contacts and over 2.5 million indirect customer
contacts.
Specifically, Ranger Westfall interfaced with the Biloxi Sun Herald Newspaper and the
Mississippi Public Broadcasting Network to help promote the public’s faith and trust in the
Corps of Engineers by describing the debris removal mission, Blue Roof program,
Temporary Public Structures (Schools and City Offices) and car and vessel removal.
Ranger Westfall promoted community relations by making presentations to coastal
community civic organizations to include the Lions, Kiwanis and Rotary clubs. Ranger
Westfall prepared and presented interpretive programming to local schools graded K-6th
grade. Topics of discussion included the debris removal mission, blue roof program,
emergency preparedness, water safety, hurricane safety and environmental education.
Ranger Westfall conducted public meetings in less than ideal and sometimes hostile
circumstances. On each occasion, Ranger Westfall
calmly and professionally communicated the Corps of
Engineers position with integrity and personal
courage. When Pass Christian residents raised
concerns that they could not reach a “Corps
Spokesman” to voice their problems, Ranger Westfall
gave them his telephone number and officially
became the trouble shooter for customer complaints and inquiries. Initially, Ranger Westfall
was scrutinized for providing his number, but the only thing that Ranger Westfall regretted
was the fact that he didn’t give his number out sooner. Ranger Westfall stated, “Good
customer care is personal and I was determined to establish a contact number so that citizens
could reach the Corps of Engineers”. Ranger Westfall’s bold step led to the creation of a
customer concern hot line number established in Vicksburg, Mississippi and ultimately
enhanced customer satisfaction.
2005 National Scout Jamboree
Ranger Westfall represented the DeGray Lake Field Office and the Vicksburg District at
the 2005 National Scout Jamboree at Ft. A.P. Hill, Virginia. Ranger Westfall was a part of a
nationally diverse interpretive team that represented the Corps of Engineers at the premier
Boy Scouts of America signature event. Approximately 8,000 scouts, parents and scout
leaders attended the Corps of Engineers program
exhibit. The Corps exhibit theme “Water for
Life” centered on water conservation,
environmental education and was constructed on
site by the interpretive team. In addition, the
team interpreted water management mission
essential tasks to include flood damage
reduction, hydropower, water supply, water
storage, environmental stewardship, recreation,
water safety, natural resources management,
navigation and support to others. A working Corps of Engineers lake model highlighted the
exhibit by giving the scouts a first hand opportunity to witness and take part in water
management issues. Ranger Westfall was chosen by the Jamboree Interpretive Team to serve
as the lead interpreter for VIP tours and presentations. Approximately 75,000 scouts, leaders
and parents experienced a scouting opportunity of a lifetime that included a visit by President
George Bush and a myriad of activities that exemplified scouting values.
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Lewis and Clark Bicentennial Commemoration
Ranger Westfall represented DeGray Lake and the Vicksburg District by serving on the
National Lewis and Clark Bicentennial Commemoration Team 20032006. Ranger Westfall performed interpretive programming in Long
Beach, Washington for the 2005 Destination Pacific Signature Event
for approximately 21,000 direct interpretive contacts. In addition,
Ranger Westfall, a third time Lewis and Clark Commemoration team
member, provided valuable interpretive and historical training for
first time team members. Specifically, Ranger Westfall staffed the
Keel Boat replica and presented Lewis and Clark and water safety
interpretive programming to diverse audiences that ranged from
preschool to senior citizens.
Ranger Westfall utilized
interpretive props from the Lewis and Clark Discovery Box
to illustrate various highlights of the expedition. Ranger
Westfall teamed with Lewis and Clark re-enactors to
present “first person” interpretive programming. Ranger
Westfall interpreted the Michael Haynes painting collection to a diverse audience to include
Colonel O’Donovan, Northwest District Commander.
National Public Lands Day
In 2005, DeGray Lake was a National Public Lands Day participant for the sixth
consecutive years. Ranger Westfall coordinated the 26th annual DeGray Lake Shoreline
Cleanup. In 2005, 300 volunteers contributed 2,100 volunteer hours, and collected 2.5
tons of litter from project lands. This represents savings to the Government of
approximately $21,000.00. Local merchants donated approximately $5,000.00 in
merchandise for volunteer door prizes. The volunteers braved severe weather conditions
from the edge of Hurricane Rita and gave a day back to DeGray Lake. Ranger Westfall has
been the driving force in fostering dedicated partnerships with Keep Arkansas and Keep
America Beautiful. This longstanding environmental
public awareness program exemplifies the National
Public Lands Day ethic. Volunteers that cleaned up
DeGray Lake as children are now bringing their
children back to DeGray to lend a hand and take pride
in project lands. Each year more volunteers are
picking up less trash on DeGray Lake.
Endangered Species
Ranger Westfall served on the Avian Vacuolar
Myelinopathy (AVM) Team. This American Bald
Eagle Task Force was formed as the result of a mysterious Bald Eagle die-off that occurred
on project lands. Mr. Westfall’s primary duty during this investigation has been logistical
support and public awareness programming. AVM is now present in other states.
Mr. Westfall is commended for his diverse interpretive talents. He exhibits superb ability
and adaptability in coordinating special assignments, combining varied functions, and
addressing a wide spectrum of audiences. Ranger Westfall’s professionalism and enthusiasm
assures respect from fellow workers and instills competency to support the Corps Mission.
Mr. Westfall exhibits an untiring desire to support all aspects of Corps of Engineers safety
program and instills a sense of duty to excel in the most difficult of tasks. Mr. Westfall leads
by example in selfless service to the Corps of Engineers and the Nation.
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